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CHAPTER 3
Micro-probing enables

�ne-grained mapping of
neuronal populations using

fMRI

The following chapter is based on:

Carvalho J, Invernizzi A, Khazar A, Ho�mann M.B, Renken R.J and Cornelissen F.W,
2020. Micro-probing enables �ne-grained mapping of neuronal populations using
fMRI. Neuroimage. 209:116423
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Chapter 3

Abstract

The characterization of receptive �eld (RF) properties is fundamental to understanding
the neural basis of sensory and cognitive behaviour. The combination of non-invasive
imaging, such as fMRI, with biologically inspired neural modeling has enabled the estima-
tion of population RFs directly in humans. However, current approaches require making
numerous a priori assumptions, so these cannot reveal unpredicted properties, such as
fragmented RFs or subpopulations. This is a critical limitation in studies on adaptation,
pathology or reorganization. Here, we introduce micro-probing (MP), a technique for �ne-
grained and largely assumption free characterisation of multiple pRFs within a voxel. It
overcomes many limitations of current approaches by enabling detection of unexpected
RF shapes, properties and subpopulations, by enhancing the spatial detail with which we
analyze the data. MP is based on tiny, �xed-size, Gaussian models that e�ciently sam-
ple the entire visual space and create �ne-grained probe maps. Subsequently, we derived
population receptive �elds (pRFs) from these maps. We demonstrate the scope of our
method through simulations and by mapping the visual �elds of healthy participants and
of a patient group with highly abnormal RFs due to a congenital pathway disorder. With-
out using speci�c stimuli or adapted models, MP mapped the bilateral pRFs characteristic
of observers with albinism. In healthy observers, MP revealed that voxels may capture
the activity of multiple subpopulation RFs that sample distinct regions of the visual �eld.
Thus, MP provides a versatile framework to visualize, analyze and model, without restric-
tions, the diverse RFs of cortical subpopulations in health and disease.
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3.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, our understanding of human brain function, organization and plas-
ticity has increased tremendously. An essential contribution to this success has come
from the ability to characterize the receptive �eld (RF) properties of neurons. The �rst
electrophysiological measurements of those receptive �eld properties (in monkeys and
cats) showed that the visual cortex is retinotopically organized and contains multiple
maps representing the visual �eld (Hubel et al., 1977; Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a, 1974b).
The development of non-invasive neuroimaging techniques, such as fMRI, opened a
window to study brain activity directly in humans, albeit at a somewhat coarser scale.
A subsequent boost to the �eld of visual neuroscience came from the development of bi-
ologically plausible computational models, which enable detailed characterization, also
in humans, of the collective stimulus-referred RF of a population of neurons (Dumoulin
and Wandell, 2008). Such detailed characterization is essential for linking brain func-
tion and behavior and understanding brain plasticity (for reviews, see e.g. (Dumoulin
and Knapen, 2018; Haak et al., 2012; Wandell and Smirnakis, 2009)). In recent years, the
approach has been extended towards neural-referred pRFs (Haak et al., 2013) and other
perceptual domains, such as audition and numerosity (Harvey et al., 2015; Thomas et
al., 2015).

Brie�y, conventional population RF (pRF) mapping employs biologically inspired mod-
els to predict the neural tuning pro�les per voxel, by systematically stimulating well
de�ned portions of the visual �eld while recording the stimulus evoked activity using
fMRI. Given that a standard voxel of (3mm3) captures the cumulative activity of 1 million
of neurons, a pRF assesses the aggregate response across all neuronal subpopulations
present within a voxel and thus primarily represents the most vigorously responding
subpopulation. The standard approach requires making a priori assumptions about the
spatial, temporal and feature-selective properties of the pRF. For example, the number
of pRFs per voxel is often assumed to be one and the pRF is assumed to be circular sym-
metric. However, such assumptions limit the ability to reveal unexpected pRF shapes,
properties and subpopulations. To advance our understanding of visual processing and
cortical organization, approaches that can capture more �ne-grained properties of dis-
tinctive subpopulations would be required. In particular, characterization of the shape
of RFs may reveal its selectivity and speci�city (Chapin, 1986; DeValois, 1982; Finlay et
al., 1976; Merkel et al., 2018; Ringach, 2002; Silson et al., 2018a). An example of a model
that results in a detailed characterization of the RF structure is the single unit recep-
tive �eld (suRF). By modelling the neuronal activity with Gabor functions, suRF enables
estimation of the size of an average single-neuron RF (Keliris et al., 2019).

An analytical model that makes minimal a priori assumptions – enabling advanced pRF-
mapping techniques – could be used to study visual pathologies, which are often charac-
terized by highly atypical cortical pRF shapes. In such conditions, asymmetrical or even
fragmented pRFs can arise that severely challenge both conventional retinotopic and
contemporary pRF mapping techniques (Baseler et al., 2011; Papanikolaou et al., 2014).
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Such conditions could be an important application of advanced mapping techniques.
While atypical and even unexpected pRFs may arise in dea�erented visual cortex due to
retinal or cortical lesions, very systematic deviations have been found in congenital vi-
sual pathway abnormalities (Ho�mann and Dumoulin, 2015). In albinism, for example,
the visual cortex receives input from both hemi�elds, resulting in voxels with bilateral
pRFs in opposing visual hemi�elds (Ho�mann et al., 2003; Kaule et al., 2014). These
pRFs are associated with an erroneous projection of the axons from the temporal retina
to the contralateral hemisphere, which a�ects the central vertical portion of the visual
�eld. Due to the predictability of the resulting pRF-abnormalities, i.e. their bilaterally
split shape, albinism is ideal for validating the performance of new pRF-mapping tech-
niques that have been optimised – with minimal a priori assumptions – to reveal highly
atypical pRFs.

We therefore developed a technique for capturing the activity and properties of neu-
ronal populations and subpopulations, which we present here. This approach e�ciently
samples the entire stimulus space, such as the visual �eld, with a “micro-probe”: a 2D
Gaussian with a small standard deviation. Regions of stimulus space that exhibit bet-
ter model �ts will be more heavily sampled. Like the conventional pRF approach, these
micro-probes sample the aggregate response of neuronal populations, but they do so at a
much higher level of detail. Consequently, for each voxel, the MP generates a probe map
representing the density and variance explained (VE) for all the probes. The probe maps
are visual �eld coverage maps that can be used for visual inspection and for directly
deriving neural properties such as symmetry. Moreover, following probe thresholding
and clustering, they can also be used for identifying multiple clusters within a voxel. We
de�ne a cluster as an aggregate of probes, that together have a distinct position (shape
and size). Such cluster properties can be characterized by �tting shape models, if de-
sired. Biologically, a cluster can be interpreted as a (sub-) population of RFs. When it
is necessary to distinguish a population RF identi�ed using MP, we will refer to it as a
pRFmp .

A primary advantage of our new approach is that it makes minimal a priori assumptions
about the pRF properties or the number of constituent clusters. For example, there is no
need to specify up front the expected number of spatial locations that a recording site
(voxel) may respond to. We validated and tested the limits and capabilities of our new
method using both in-vivo visual �eld mapping data and simulations. Without using
speci�c stimuli or models, we recovered bilateral receptive �elds in primary visual areas
that are typical for the abnormal visual �eld representations in albinism (Ho�mann et al.,
2012, 2003). Moreover, to demonstrate its versatility, we empirically estimated multiple
clusters properties in healthy participants within a pRFmp .

3.2 Materials and Methods

The methods are presented in the following order. First, we will go through the steps of
the MP framework. Second, we will describe the acquisition procedure. Third, we will
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describe how the MP analysis is applied to simulations, empirically acquired fMRI data
from healthy observers, and to the fMRI data of a cohort of observers with albinism and
age-matched controls.

3.2.1 Micro-probing framework

To describe the MP framework, we �rst recapitulate the conventional pRF approach on
which MP is based. Second, we describe the application of a Bayesian Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling approach (see (Adaszewski et al., 2018)) which results
in a probe map. Note that the MCMC approach is not crucial for MP, but signi�cantly re-
duces the computational requirements by e�ciently sampling the entire stimulus space.
Finally, we describe how we derive the pRFmp characteristics. The framework is shown
in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Overview of the micro-probing framework. Panel A: MP-MCMC procedure from
the latent variables to the probes, including the �tting procedure partly based on the conventional
pRF approach (Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008). Note that a probe map is composed by every probe
(ρi , θi ) weighted by its respective VE. L denotes the likelihood and Lp and Lc the likelihood of the
proposal and current probe respectively. i runs over all the probes. Panel B: pRFmp estimation
based on the probe map: this step includes thresholding the probes such that only the most ex-
planatory ones are retained followed by cluster analysis. The output parameters are: the number
of clusters within a pRFmp (n); the position of the pRFmp (clusters), eccentricity (ρ) and polar an-
gle (θ ); the size of the pRFmp (clusters) which is de�ned based on the major and minor axes of the
ellipse M and m, respectively and the orientation of the pRFmp (ϕ).
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3.2.1.1 Probe de�nition and conventional pRF �tting procedure

The core of MP is based on the conventional pRF method (Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008).
Similar to the conventional pRF, a probe is de�ned as a 2D Gaussian in Cartesian coordi-
nates (in deg) in visual space, centered at x̂ and ŷ. However, in our MP we force a narrow
�xed width (σ ). The results shown in this study were obtained with (σ ) = 0.01deд.

probe(x,y) = e(
(x − x̂)2 + (y − ŷ)2

−2σ 2 ) (3.1)

As in the conventional pRF approach, we predicted the voxel’s response to the stimulus
p(t) by calculating the overlap between the stimulus s(x,y,t) and the probe at each time
point(t):

p(t) =
∑
x ,y

s(x,y, t) ∗ probe(x,y) (3.2)

Second, we accounted for the delay in the hemodynamic response by convolving p(t)
with the hemodynamic response function (Boynton et al., 1996; Friston, 1998). Finally,
assuming a linear relation between the predictor and the fMRI response, we minimized
the error per time point, et using ordinary least squares. In order to facilitate the MCMC
procedure, a likelihood (l ) is calculated, based on this et as follows:

lt = loд(N (−|et |, µ̂, σ̂ )ρ, θ ) (3.3)

Here, we assumed that et is normally distributed (N denotes normal distribution), en-
abling the estimation of its mean and standard deviation ( µ̂ and σ̂ , respectively). Given
µ̂ and σ̂ , we calculated the total likelihood, L, accounting for the contribution of the
priors of eccentricity, (ρ), and polar angle, (θ ).

L =
∑
t

(lt + loд(priorθ ) + loд(priorρ )) (3.4)

3.2.1.2 Bayesian MCMC

In order to obtain (per voxel) a projection in stimulus space of all the probes weighted by
their VE (probe map), probes were �tted at di�erent locations. To this end, the MCMC
approach was implemented to e�ciently sample the entire visual �eld. The center of the
probe was de�ned using two latent variables. We used the nomenclature of Zeidman and
colleagues (2016). Let lρ , lθ be the latent variables corresponding to the radius and angle
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of the pRF center, respectively. The probe position of a RF in polar coordinates is given
by:

ρ = r ∗ NCDF (lρ ,0,1) (3.5)

θ = 2π ∗ NCDF (lθ ,0,1) − π (3.6)

Here r is the radius of the stimulated visual �eld, in degrees. NCDF is the normal cu-
mulative density function. Note that the centre of the probe was constrained to fall
within the stimulated visual �eld. As the MP �tting procedure was done in Cartesian
coordinates, the polar coordinates were converted as follows:

x = ρ ∗ cos(θ ) (3.7)

y = ρ ∗ sin(θ ) (3.8)

To incorporate biological prior knowledge about the expected distribution of the probes
within the visual �eld, a prior was assigned to each of the latent variables, lρ and lθ .
Based on (Zeidman et al., 2018), these priors were de�ned as normal distributions, N (0, 1)
which, after conversion into polar coordinates (ρ and θ , equations 3.5 and 3.6), express
the assumption that the density of neurons is higher in the fovea than in the periphery
(Azzopardi and Cowey, 1993). In this study, we initialized lρ , lθ with 0.5 and 1, respec-
tively.

In the Bayesian MCMC procedure two probe locations are compared, the current probe
and the proposal (new probe), these are indicated by a c and p in Figure 3.1. The position
of the proposal probe is based on the current one and on the step size (d), controlled by
dproposal . In this study we de�ned µd and σd as 0.5 and 2, respectively.

dproposal = |N (µd ,σd )| (3.9)

lρ_proposal = N (lρ_current ,dproposal ) (3.10)

lθ_proposal = N (lθ_current ,dproposal ) (3.11)

To evaluate whether the current position will be updated by the proposal position, the
following steps were used in a MCMC approach. The likelihood of the proposal probe
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was compared to that of the current probe. Therefore, an acceptance ratio, Ar , was
computed based on the di�erence of the likelihood between the proposal and current
probe.

Ar = e(Lp − Lc ) (3.12)

This was used as follows. If Ar is bigger than one, the proposed probe results is more
likely than the current one, and the current position is updated. If Ar is smaller than one,
there is still a chance to update the current position. For this, accept- a probability of
random acceptance, was de�ned as normal function N (0, 1). If Ar is bigger than accept,
the latent variables, lρ , lθ are updated nevertheless.

To ensure that the entire visual �eld is probed, 12 di�erent starting positions (equally
distributed over the search grid) were de�ned. Per voxel, a total of 10000 iterations
(∼833 per starting position) took place. This minimized the risk of local minima, i.e
oversampling a speci�cpRFmp . The combined results of all 10000 current probe locations
(position, variance explained) comprise the basis for the probe map of a particular voxel.

3.2.1.3 Estimation of pRFs using MP

Following the iterations, we generated a probe map consisting of the projection in the
stimulus space of all the probes weighted by their VE. Note that a visual inspection of this
probe map already informs about the properties of the neural (sub-) population(s) that
are present in the voxel. In addition, based on this probe map, we can estimate various
pRFs properties, such as the number of clusters, position, size, elongation, orientation,
and irregularity of the shape and VE (Figure 3.1B).

The pRFmp estimation comprises three steps: �rst, we select the k% probes with the
strongest VE (k-threshold). Additionally, these probes need to have a VE above VEmax

- VEr. Where VEmax is VE of the best �tting probe and VEr de�nes the VE range. We
found this additional selection improves any subsequent clustering and shape estima-
tion. Unless speci�ed otherwise, in the present study we used a value of 15% and 0.1 for
k and VEr, respectively.

Second, the number of clusters in the pRFmp was determined by applying a weighted
cluster analysis. Gap statistics were used to evaluate whether a single or multiple clus-
ters were present (Tibshirani et al, 2000). In the latter case, to estimate the number of
clusters, the Davies-Bouldin index clustering (DB) algorithm was applied (Davies and
Bouldin, 1979). Note that the particular choice of the clustering algorithm does not crit-
ically a�ect the number of estimated clusters (Figure S3.3). The maximum number of
clusters that can be estimated needs to be de�ned a priori. In this study, we de�ned a
maximum of four clusters for simulations and healthy observers and eight in case of
observers with albinism and their aged-matched controls.
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Third, the properties of the individual clusters in the pRFmp were determined using a
Gaussian mixture model. This probabilistic model assumes that all data points were
generated from a mixture of a �nite number of Gaussians distributions with unknown
parameters. The number of Gaussians to �t corresponds to the number of clusters cal-
culated in step 2. Furthermore, this model enables detection of the presence of a sub-
population within an overall population without requiring a priori identi�cation of the
subpopulation to which an individual probe belongs.

To determine how strongly the estimated pRFmp characteristics depend on the choice
of clustering algorithm, we applied two additional clustering algorithms: the Silhouette
(S) and CalinskiHarabasz (CH), to the simulated and empirical data.

The code for MP is available via: https://www.visualneuroscience.nl/tools/.

3.2.1.4 Simulations

To verify the precision of our model, we simulated multiple pRFs within a voxel using
the conventional pRF model. These were centered at multiple locations and had dif-
ferent sizes and shapes (elongation and orientation). The simulation of elongated pRF
shapes according to di�erent orientations was done using an ellipsoidal Gaussian model,
de�ned as follows:

a =
cos(ϕ)2

2(σM )2
+
sin(ϕ)2

2(σm)2
(3.13)

b =
−sin(2ϕ)
4(σM )2

+
sin(2ϕ)
4(σm)2

(3.14)

c =
sin(ϕ)2

2(σM )2
+
cos(ϕ)2

2(σm)2
(3.15)

pRFell ipsoidal (x,y) = e−a(x−x̂ )
2−2b(x−x̂ )(y−ŷ)+c(y−ŷ)2 (3.16)

Where x̂ and ŷ are the center of the elipse and σM and σm are the major and minor
axes of the ellipse, respectively. ϕ represents the angle between the major axis and the
horizontal meridian. Note that equations 3.13 to 3.15 de�ne the coe�cients a, b and c

used in formula 16.

The total pro�le was given by the sum of the simulated individual pRFs. Next, the simu-
lated time series were calculated based on a 2D Gaussian with a pre-de�ned center and
width convolved with the stimulus, equation 3.2, using a. We used the standard moving
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bar stimuli, described in the stimulus section. White Gaussian noise was added to the
simulated time series.

pn(t) = p(t) + n (3.17)

var = 10
−SNR

10 (3.18)

n =
√
var ∗ N (3.19)

Wherepn(t) is the predicted time series with added noise,p(t) is the predicted time series
and n is the white Gaussian noise, while var is the variance of the noise and N is the
initial noise signal with the same number of data point as p(t), mean zero and variance
of one.

Additional simulations used to test the e�ect of the k-threshold and the reliability of
the estimated pRFmp are described in the supplementary material (Figures S3.1, S3.2 and
S3.3).

3.2.1.5 Empirical studies

Participants and ethics statement

We recruited 7 participants (3 females; mean age: 28; age-range: 26–32 years-old) with
normal or corrected to normal vision. Prior to scanning, participants signed an informed
consent form. Our study was approved by the University Medical Center of Gronin-
gen, Medical Ethical Committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Data acquisition

Stimuli were presented on an MR compatible display screen (BOLDscreen 24 LCD; Cam-
bridge Research Systems, Cambridge, UK). The screen was located at the head end of the
MRI scanner. Participants viewed the screen through a tilted mirror attached to the head
coil. Distance from the observer’s eyes to the display (measured through the mirror) was
120 cm. Screen size was 22x14 degrees. The maximum stimulus radius was 7° of visual
angle. Visual stimuli were created using MATLAB and the Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997;
Pelli, 1997).

Experimental procedure

Each participant participated in one fMRI session. Retinotopic mapping was done using
a standard drifting bar aperture de�ned by high contrast-inverting checkerboard texture
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(Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008). The contrast inverted at a frequency of 8 Hz and the size
of the inner bar was 0.55 deg. The bar aperture moved in 8 di�erent directions (four bar
orientations: horizontal, vertical and the two diagonal orientations, with two opposite
drift directions for each orientation). The bar moved across the screen in 16 equally
spaced steps each lasting 1 TR. The bar contrast, width and spatial frequency were 100%,
1.75 and 0.5 cycles per degree, respectively. After 24 steps (one pass and a half), 12 s of
a blank full screen stimulus at mean luminance was presented.

A single retinotopic mapping run consisted of 136 functional images (duration of 204 s).
Eight prescan images (duration of 12 s) were discarded. During scanning, participants
were required to perform a �xation task in which they had to press a button each time
the �xation point turned from green to red. The average (std. err) performance on this
task was 90.9% (±6.8%).

MRI scanning and fMRI data processing

Scanning was carried out on a 3 Tesla Siemens Prisma MR-scanner using a 64-channel
receiving head coil. A T1-weighted scan (voxel size, 1mm3; matrix size, 256 x 256 x 256)
covering the whole-brain was recorded to chart each participant’s cortical anatomy. The
functional scans were collected using standard EPI sequence (TR: 1500 ms; TE: 30 ms;
voxel size of 3 mm isotropic, �ip angle of 80 and a matrix size of 84 x 84 x 24). The T1-
weighted whole-brain anatomical images were re-sampled to a 1mm3 resolution. The
resulting anatomical image was automatically segmented using Freesurfer (Dale et al.,
1999). The cortical surface was reconstructed at the gray/white matter boundary and
rendered on an in�ated and smoothed 3D mesh (Wandell et al., 2000).

The functional scans were analysed in the mrVista software package for MATLAB (avail-
able at http://white.stanford.edu/software). Head movement artifacts between and within
functional scans were corrected (Nestares and Heeger, 2000). The functional scans were
then averaged and coregistered to the anatomical scan (Nestares and Heeger, 2000) and
interpolated to the anatomical segmentation. For comparison, the data was also anal-
ysed with conventional pRF modeling (Dumoulin and Wandell 2008).

A 2D-Gaussian model was �tted with parameters x̂ , ŷ, and σ where x̂ and ŷ are the
receptive �eld center coordinates and σ is the spread (width) of the Gaussian signal,
which is also the pRF size. We used SPM’s canonical di�erence of gammas for the HRF
model. All parameter units are in degrees of visual angle and stimulus-referred. The
borders of visual areas were determined on the basis of phase reversal (phase as obtained
with the conventional pRF model). For each observer, six visual areas (V1, V2, V3, V4,
LO1 and LO2) were manually delineated on the in�ated cortical surface.

Test-retest analysis

The accuracy and robustness to noise were investigated by a test-retest analysis. For
this, the data was divided in two test sets (three odd runs and three even runs). MP
was performed on each set. Subsequently, each probe map was converted into a heat
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map for each voxel by calculating the average VE per bin with a resolution of 40 x 40.
Following this the correlation coe�cient between the two heat maps was computed.
The reproducibility for a given region was evaluated by inspecting the histogram across
all voxels.

Participants with albinism

Analysis was performed using both conventional pRF modelling and our new MP ap-
proach. In the case of conventional pRF modelling, three models were used: a standard
single Gaussian model and two bilateral Gaussian models, the latter two with positions
that were symmetric in either the vertical or the horizontal axis. Three visual areas (V1
and V2 and V3) were de�ned in the left and right hemisphere of each observer. In ob-
servers A01 and A02, we could de�ne V1 only in the right hemisphere due to too much
noise in the phase maps.

The data of the healthy and albinism observers is available at XNAT central under the
project ID: f MRI_micro_probinд.

Symmetry analysis of probe maps

For analysing the data of the observers with albinism, an additional symmetry analy-
sis was developed based on the probe maps to quantify the degree of symmetry in the
pRFmp estimated for a voxel. This provides an indication of the degree to which visual
information is misrouted. This analysis comprised three steps: 1) convert the probe map
(Figure 3.2A) into a heat map with a resolution of 40 x 40 bins (Figure 3.2B); 2) �ip this
“image” across the eight axes from 0 to 180 degrees in steps of 22.5 degrees, and 3) com-
pute the correlation coe�cient between the original and transformed (�ipped) images.
This resulted in correlation coe�cients that indicate the extent to which the images are
completely asymmetrical (0) or identical (1).

Figure 3.2 depicts the symmetry estimation procedure for a typical voxel of an albinism
observer. The degree of similarity between the original and mirrored image was ex-
pressed in a correlation coe�cient. By computing the symmetry coe�cient in each
probe map over the early visual cortex we identi�ed regions that received input from
both the contralateral and ipsilateral visual �eld.

Figure 3.2 Calculation of a symmetry coe�cient based on a probe map. A: Probe map of
a typical V1-voxel of observer with albinism A01. B: Original and mirror images to the vertical
meridian reconstructed. C: VE per bin of the mirrored image as a function of the original image,
for one representative voxel in V1. The symmetry coe�cient of this particular voxel is 0.8.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 MP validation using simulations.

Detection of di�erent shapes and robustness to noise

Figure 3.3 shows the result of MP for a single simulated bilateral pRF mirrored to the
vertical meridian. The probes were positioned at [3.5,3.5; -3.5,-3.5] and the probes had
di�erent shapes. The one positioned in the positive quadrant was ellipsoidal (major
axis, σM = 1.7deд, and minor axis, σm = 1.2deд, with an orientation of 45 deg) and
other was circular symmetric (σ = 1). Note that probes with the simulated pRFs present
a higher variance explained than the remaining visual �eld. After thresholding the probe
maps, the two simulated pRFs were recovered (panel B). Panel C compares time series as
predicted by MP (red) and the conventional ellipsoidal pRF (blue). Despite the arti�cial
noise added, MP well-captured the dynamics of the simulated time series, and �tted the
simulated data better than the conventional pRF. Moreover, MP could accurately detect
the number of clusters in the pRFs as well as their shape.

Additionally in SI we showed: 1) how the pRFmp characteristics were a�ected by the k-
threshold. A stringent k-threshold minimized the eccentricity error, while more lenient
ones minimize the size error (Figure S3.1). Note that the eccentricity and size error cor-
responded to absolute di�erence between eccentricity and size estimated using MP and
the eccentricity and size of the simulated pRF (ground truth). Polar angle estimates were
not in�uenced by the k-threshold. 2) MP is highly robust to noise and accurately deter-
mines the number of simulated pRFs (or clusters) per voxel as well as their position and
shape (Figure S3.2). 3) The choice of the algorithm did not signi�cantly in�uence the
number of clusters detected within a voxel. On average 80% and 75% of the times the
three algorithms tested (including DB) detected the same number of clusters in the sim-
ulated and empirical data (Figure S3.3). 4) MP better detected the shape of the pRF than
the conventional method (using an ellipsoidal model), resulting in lower elongation and
orientation error (Figure S3.4), importantly these simulations were obtained for single
pRFs. 5) We showed which parameters may a�ect the pRFmp performance. The main
factors a�ecting the accuracy of MP were the actual number of simulated pRFs (or clus-
ters) within a voxel and their proximity (Figure S3.5). Notably the closer the clusters, the
more di�cult it is to distinguish them. Hence, their activity will be aggregated resulting
in an underestimation of the number of clusters. The larger the number of clusters, the
higher the probability of errors in the estimation of their number and size.
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Figure 3.3 Micro-probing simulated bilateral pRFs with di�erent shapes. Panel A: probe
map obtained from the simulated time series. The colour bar represents the variance explained.
Panel B: Thresholded probe map, using a k threshold of 15% and the results of the clustering and
Gaussian mixture model analysis. The estimated pRFmp and pRF are indicated by the shaded gray
Gaussians, outlined in red and blue respectively. Panel C: Simulated time series of bilateral pRFs
(black) and the predicted time series estimated with conventional pRF (blue) and with MP (red),
using a SNR of 1. The predicted time series estimated on the basis of MP was calculated using the
estimated pRFmp clusters.

3.3.2 Retinotopic mapping using MP

We applied MP to the retinotopic mapping data of healthy observers. Figure 3.4 shows
two examples of probe maps for two representative V1 voxels and the derived pRFmp

properties. It shows the estimated pRFmp at various k-thresholds (which sets the per-
centage of probes with the strongest VE included in thepRFmp estimation) and compares
these to the conventional pRF estimates.

Figure 3.4 indicates various features of the MP approach. First, it shows that the esti-
mated size of thepRFmp depends on the chosen k-threshold. Please note that the location
of the pRFmp does not depend on the chosen threshold. A more stringent threshold also
enables identi�cation of multiple clusters (Figure 3.4B). More liberal thresholds result
in pRFmp that are approximately similar in size to conventional pRFs, whereas more
stringent thresholds result in smaller pRFmp (Figure 3.4A).
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Figure 3.4 Examples of MP probe maps. Also shown are comparison of MP derived pRFs
and conventional pRF estimations for V1 voxels. Shown are results obtained for three V1 voxels
and with probe maps thresholded at a k-threshold of 100%, 50%, 30% and 15% (this k-threshold
determines the percentage of probes with best VE included in the pRFmp estimation). It is clear
that the conventional pRF (blue circles) and MP-based pRF estimates (dashed red outlines) can
di�er in various ways: A) estimated pRFmp size and shape depend on k-threshold. B) At lenient
k-thresholds (100%, 50%, 30%), MP revealed a single cluster, while at a more stringent threshold
it detected multiple clusters. Data was obtained during retinotopic mapping. The V1 voxels were
extracted from the right hemisphere of observer S07.

Figure 3.5A depicts the similarity of the eccentricity maps obtained with the conven-
tional pRF and MP approaches. Figure 3.5D shows that the pRFmp and conventional pRF
eccentricity are highly correlated. In the periphery, however, the estimated pRFmp have
somewhat lower eccentricity (i.e. they are situated more foveally) than the accompany-
ing pRFs. This is particularly noticeable for higher-order areas.

Figure 3.5B shows the projections of pRF and pRFmp size on an in�ated brain mesh. Due
to our choice of k-threshold (15%) and a VEr (maximum di�erence in VE between the
most and least explanatory probe) of 0.1, the pRFsmp sizes shown here are signi�cantly
smaller than those of the conventional pRFs (note the di�erent scales). Nevertheless,
Figure 3.5E shows that both pRF and pRFmp size increase with eccentricity, irrespective
of the k-threshold used. Note how the choice of k-threshold in�uences the estimated
pRFmp size. The less stringent the k and/or VEr threshold, the higher the number of
probes, with lower explanatory value, taken into consideration. As expected, the higher
the number of probes taken into account the larger the pRFmp size. These thresholds
de�ne the restrictiveness of the pRFmp de�nitions. In other words, these thresholds re-
strict the susceptibility of the method to noisy data. Nonetheless, the size of the pRFsmp

can be compared across ,e.g. eccentricity, visual areas or observers, given a choice for k
and VEr.

Figure 3.5C shows (projected on an in�ated brain mesh) the close similarity of the VE
for pRF and pRFsmp model estimates. Figure 3.5F shows that voxels for which the classic
pRF method yielded low VE (VE<0.1) were better described by MP (higher VE), whereas
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voxels with high VE in conventional pRF modeling (VE>0.8) were actually characterized
worse by MP. This is partly because the conventional pRF method tends to estimate
larger pRFs, which also results in a higher VE. Figure S3.9 shows that increasing the
k-threshold for MP also increases the estimated pRFsmp size, resulting in a higher VE.

Figure 3.5 Comparison of MP-derived pRF and conventional pRF estimates. Panel A: pRF
and pRFsmp eccentricity maps projected on an in�ated brain mesh. If MP identi�ed multiple
clusters for a voxel, the eccentricity map shows the eccentricity of only one (arbitrarily chosen)
cluster. Panel B. Left: pRF and pRFsmp area maps projected on an in�ated brain mesh. Panel
C. Left: Comparison of MP-derived pRF and conventional pRF estimates VE. Panel D: Median
eccentricity of the clusters of pRFsmp as a function of the eccentricity of the conventional pRF
(the dashed line represents a perfect correlation). The pRF eccentricity was binned in 1 degree
bins of eccentricity (data from 7 healthy observers: 14 hemispheres). Error bars represent 5%
and 95% con�dence intervals. For the visual areas tested, pRFsmp eccentricity correlated highly
with that of the corresponding conventional pRF (correlation coe�cients vary between 0.98 and
1, depending on the visual areas, with p-values <0.05; see Table S1 for the correlation values
and corresponding p-values). Figure S3.6 shows the relationship between the eccentricity of all
clusters and the conventional pRF. Panel E: pRFsmp (at di�erent k-thresholds and VEr (VE-range))
and pRF size as a function of eccentricity. The pRFsmp size of an arbitrarily chosen cluster was
binned in 1 degree bins of eccentricity (data from 7 healthy observers: 14 hemispheres). Error
bars represent 5% and 95% con�dence intervals. The dashed lines represent the linear �t. Figure
S3.7 shows the relation between the size and eccentricity of all clusters and the 6 visual areas
tested. Panel F: Histogram of the VE for pRFsmp (blue) and pRFs (red). The VE was based on the
cumulative activity of the number of clusters. The histogram shows the data accumulated across
6 visual areas and 7 healthy observers (14 hemispheres).
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3.3.3 MP Reliability: Test-retest Analysis

Figure 3.6 shows that the probe maps obtained with the test set were similar to the ones
obtained with the retest set (�gure 3.6A and B). Figure 3.6C shows that for the majority of
the voxels there was a good agreement (high correlation coe�cient) between the results
obtained with the test and retest dataset. Moreover voxels whose correlation between
the probe maps obtained using both datasets was below 70% were associated with very
noise signals. i.e the maximal VE was below 0.2.

Figure 3.6 Test-retest analysis. A and B Probe map of a V1-voxel obtained using the test and
retest data set respectively. B: Histogram of the number of voxels as a function of the correlation
coe�cient between the test and retest probe maps of V1, overlaid with the VE obtained per bin
(orange). The orange line represents the median VE and the shaded area the 25th to 7 th percentile
range. The histogram represents the data of the 14 hemispheres (7 observers).

3.3.4 Application of MP in albinism

To demonstrate the biological relevance of our new technique, we applied MP to data
obtained in observers with albinism. Based on previous work in observers with albinism,
we expected to �nd mirror symmetry in the positions of the estimated pRFmp clusters
with respect to the vertical meridian (Ho�mann et al., 2012, 2003; Kaule et al., 2014).
Figure 3.7A shows the projection of the symmetry coe�cients (calculated based on the
probe maps regarding the vertical midline) onto the reconstructed hemispheres of a rep-
resentative observer with albinism and a control observer. See method section “Symme-
try analysis of probe maps” for more details. In albinism, the probe maps revealed a large
number of voxels with pRFsmp that were mirrored across the vertical meridian. Closer
inspection of the probe map of Figure 3.7C, showed highly symmetrical and spatially
organized pRFmp in an example voxel. The cortical projections showed that most of the
symmetry coe�cients were much higher in albinism than in the control observer, and
that neighbouring voxels had similar symmetry coe�cients. Central regions showed
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higher symmetry coe�cients than peripheral ones. Moreover, we found that a clear
overlap between the cortical region with high symmetry values and the right-left hemi-
�eld overlap cortical region (dashed line) that was determined based on stimulating the
left and right hemi�eld in separate experiments (described in (Ahmadi et al., 2019.)). In
control observers, high symmetry values were found for voxels with a pRFmp near the
border of visual areas (e.g. V1/V2), where the pRFmp is expected to be located on or very
close to the vertical meridian. Figure 3.7B illustrates why such voxels also have high
symmetry coe�cients.

Figure 3.7 Symmetrymaps in albinism and aged-matched control. Panel A: Symmetry map
for the left hemisphere of the observer with albinism A03 and of the aged match control C03. The
black continuous lines outline the visual areas and the black dashed line outlines the misrouted
cortical region calculated based on the overlap of right and left hemi�elds (Ho�man et al, 2003;
2012). Panels B and C: two example probe maps (k-threshold = 100%) for voxels of the control
(panel B) and an observer with albinism (panel C). The thresholded probe maps at 100%, 50%, 30%
and 15% and the estimated pRFmp are shown in Figure S3.9. Figure S3.10 shows that MP tends
to perform better than the conventional bilateral pRF model for voxels with very low VE (<0.1),
which is in accordance with the results for healthy observers.

To demonstrate the versatility of MP, Figure 3.8A shows the symmetry calculated for
a series of symmetry axes for the V1 region of the right hemisphere of every observer
during full �eld stimulation. Controls had slightly increased symmetry coe�cients for
both the horizontal and vertical symmetry axes (0 and 90 degrees). This re�ects the
symmetry of neuronal populations located along the vertical and horizontal meridians
and the distribution of pRFs in the visual �eld. Figure S3.11 shows the high number
of pRFsmp located on the horizontal meridian. For observers with albinism, the inter-
observer variability corresponded with their di�ering levels of misrouting. As expected,
those with severe misrouting (top row) showed a high degree of symmetry for the verti-
cal axis. No systematic di�erences were found for albinism observers with low levels of
misrouting (bottom row). Figure 3.8B shows that patients with a clinically established
high level of misrouting had much higher V1 symmetry coe�cients for the vertical axis.
The symmetry coe�cient to the vertical meridian is thus indicative of misrouting.
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Figure 3.8 Symmetry coe�cients based on probe maps. Coe�cients in healthy controls and
albinism are shown as a function of the angle of the symmetry axis. Symmetry coe�cients for the
V1 of the right hemisphere during full �eld stimulation calculated across 8 symmetry axes (see
right inset). The dashed lines represent the 5%, 50% and 95% con�dence intervals. Albinism distri-
butions are shown in blue and controls in red. Given that the inter- and intra-observer variability
in healthy controls was low (see Figure S3.11 A), their symmetry coe�cients were averaged. The
albinism observers are shown in order of decreasing level of misrouting (see Table S3.2) as assessed
independently (Ahmadi et al., 2019). Panel B: Bar graph representing the di�erence between the
symmetry coe�cient to the vertical meridian calculated for the observers with a low (A04, A05,
A06) and a high (A01, A02, A03) coe�cient. The misrouting extent classi�cation of the observers
with albinism was based on independent stimulation of the left and right hemisphere (Table S3.2).

3.3.5 Using MP to estimate pRF properties

Using MP, it is relatively straightforward to explore a variety of pRFmp properties, such
as the number of clusters per voxel, pRF bilaterality or pRF shape (e.g. elongation). Fig-
ure 3.9A shows a map of the spatial organization of the number of pRFsmp clusters over
the visual cortex, projected on the in�ated right hemisphere of a representative observer.
Neighbouring voxels tend to have a similar number of clusters. Comparable results were
also observed in observers with albinism (Figure S3.12 A). Closer inspection of the probe
map of a single voxel (Figure 3.9B) shows how MP resolves multiple clusters and their
corresponding properties. Figure 3.9C shows how pRFsmp tend to be more elongated
(i.e. less spherical) in the (para-)fovea compared to the periphery. We observed this
trend in all visual areas analysed (Figure 3.13A). Moreover the regularity of the shape
can be assessed by measuring the skewness of the distributions. V1 had predominantly
regular shapes (skewness = 0). The irregularity of the shape tended to increase over the
visual hierarchy (Figures S3.13 B and D). The kurtosis of the probe distribution was pos-
itive. This indicated that there was a high sample density at the pRF center and that the
thresholding was not too severe (Figures S3.13C and E). Figure 3.9D shows how unilat-
eral and bilateral pRFs were distributed over the visual cortex, again for a representative
observer. Closer inspection of the probe map of one voxel (�gure 3.9E), shows how MP
revealed two clusters situated in opposite hemi�elds and quadrants. For the vast ma-
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jority of the voxels, the estimated clusters were located within the same (contralateral)
hemi�eld (dark blue). However, some voxels contained bilateral pRFs. These are pRFsmp

clusters that process information from both the left and right hemi�elds. The bilateral
pRFs appeared to be spatially organized and clustered along the vertical meridian (red
blobs in Panel D). Panel F shows the histograms of the bilateral pRFs, which peak near
the vertical meridians, conforming this observation.

Figure 3.9 Examples of pRFmp properties estimated in the visual cortex of healthy ob-
servers. Panel A: Projection on an in�ated brain mesh of the number of clusters estimated per
voxel (right hemisphere of observer S07). Black lines represent the borders of visual areas. Panel
B, upper part, shows an example of a MP map of a V1 voxel (location indicated by the dashed circle
in Panel A; the lower part shows a zoomed-in view of one quarter �eld of the probe map indicating
the estimated pRFmp clusters (outlined by a red dashed line). Panel C: Projection on an in�ated
brain mesh of the pRFmp elongation (right hemisphere of observer S07). Black lines indicate the
borders of visual areas. Panel D: Projection on an in�ated brain mesh of the unilateral-bilateral
label, estimated per voxel. The intermediate colors between blue and red resulted from interpola-
tion during mesh projection. Panel E: Probe map of a representative voxel with a bilateral RF (this
was not mirrored in the vertical meridian, which di�ers from observers with albinism; location is
indicated by the dashed circle in Panel D). Panel F: Histogram of the number of unilateral (red)
and bilateral (blue) pRFs in V1 (14 hemispheres, 7 healthy observers). The dashed line depicts the
vertical meridian.

3.4 Discussion

In this study we introduced micro-probing (MP), a versatile, model-based fMRI anal-
ysis framework that requires only minimal a priori assumptions about the underlying
biological mechanisms. By repetitively applying micro-probes to the fMRI time series,
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we produced a probe map that reveals the detailed visual �eld coverage of each voxel.
These maps enable the extraction of fundamental pRF properties that were previously
not accessible. We validated our approach using both empirical and simulated data and
demonstrated its biological validity by revealing the highly atypical visual �eld repre-
sentations for observers with albinism, without making any prior assumptions about
this. Finally, we demonstrated how various receptive �eld properties, such as shape and
position, can be determined with relative ease for the entire visual cortex.

3.4.1 MP is reliable, accurate and robust to noise

Our simulations and test-retest analysis were crucial to establish that MP-derived pRFs
are reproducible and do not result from noise artifacts. Speci�cally, the test-retest anal-
ysis demonstrated that MP-derived probe maps are stable, reliable and highly consistent
between the test and retest set. Moreover, the voxels whose agreement between the test
and retest probe maps was low were associated with noisy signals.

The accuracy and robustness to noise was further assessed using a wide range of sim-
ulations. These showed: 1) MP could accurately detect multiple clusters and as well as
their position and shape within a voxel; 2) MP was highly robust to noise and 3) the
choice of clustering algorithm had little to no e�ect on the number of clusters detected.

3.4.2 MP recovers multiple subpopulations of RFs within a single
voxel

Our analysis of empirical data of observers with albinism and simulations both revealed
that MP accurately detects – for each voxel – the number of clusters as well as their po-
sition and shape. Applied to observers with albinism, MP resolved pRFs mirrored in the
vertical meridian, thus revealing the simultaneous processing in one hemisphere of the
signals coming from both the contralateral and ipsilateral hemi�elds. This corroborates
previous studies that took the bilateral representation of the RFs as an a priori starting
point (Ho�mann et al., 2012, 2003; Ho�mann and Dumoulin, 2015). Importantly, MP
does not require making such an assumption. Instead, based on stimulation across the
entire visual �eld, it quanti�es the degree of symmetry in the vertical meridian (or other
directions) in the probe maps.

As the next step, we used the symmetry values to quantify the extent of misrouting and
identify the misrouted cortical region per observer. Remarkably, in controls, we showed
that highly symmetric probe maps delineate the borders of the visual areas. The fact
that MP revealed the atypical visual �eld representations in albinism suggests that the
pRFs with multiple clusters found in controls are also biologically genuine and mean-
ingful. MP therefore enables a straightforward estimation of atypical RF representations
without requiring additional stimuli or assumptions.

In healthy observers, we demonstrated that MP not only resolves multiple clusters within
a voxel, but also their properties. The clusters are spatially organized and the number of
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clusters increases with eccentricity. Note that due to cortical magni�cation, it is likely
that the subpopulations are more widely spread in the periphery than in the fovea, and
thus easier to identify. We found that approximately 10% of the estimated pRFs were
bilateral and located near the vertical meridian. This supports the hypothesis that these
bilateral pRF may derive from visual callosal connections that contribute to the integra-
tion of the cortical representation at the vertical midline (Choudhury et al., 1965; Hubel
and Wiesel, 1967; Makarov et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2010). Previous studies focusing on
the medial superior temporal (MST) area also reported bilateral RFs (Raiguel et al., 1997;
Saito et al., 1986; Ungerleider and Desimone, 1986). We also found multiple mirrored
clusters (> 2) in albinism, corroborating the �nding in healthy observers (Figure S3.12).
This suggests two possible explanations that require further study: 1) that single neu-
rons may simultaneously process information from distinct portions of the visual �eld
and 2) subpopulations with spatially distinct properties may be present within a single
voxel. Recent neuroimaging studies suggested that there are multiple subpopulations
within a voxel that process di�erent characteristics of the visual scene and consequently
have di�erent spatial properties. These �ndings together with current knowledge about
the physiology of the visual cortex together support that the latter option is the most
plausible (Le et al., 2017; Yildirim et al., 2018).

3.4.3 MP is robust and recovers biologically meaningful RF properties
with only minimal prior assumptions

The probe maps revealed that the pRFs can be heterogeneous in shape. MP enables pRF
shape estimation without assuming speci�c shape properties a priori, such as circular
symmetry. By assessing the statistical properties of the probe distributions, we showed
how pRF shape can be characterized. Based on such assessments, we found that the
majority of the pRFs tend to be elongated. This is in line with recent studies that found
that the pRFs tend to be elliptical and radially oriented towards the fovea (Merkel et al.,
2018; Silson et al., 2018a). These �ndings support the functional di�erentiation of visual
processing from fovea to periphery and across the ventral and dorsal cortical visual
pathways.

By comparing the characteristics of MP derived pRFs to those of the conventional pRF, in
healthy observers, the following three conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, the eccentric-
ity estimates for pRFsmp and pRFs correlate closely. Our proposition that pRFsmp are
biologically meaningful is supported by the similarity between the eccentricity maps
obtained with the conventional pRF analysis and MP, and the fact that pRFmp size in-
creases with its eccentricity. In the periphery, however, estimated pRFmp eccentricity
tends to be smaller than conventional pRF eccentricity. This could be explained in part
by the fact that pRFmp size also tends to be smaller, which corroborates previous work
showing that the smaller pRFs estimated for an orientation contrast stimulus also result
in lower eccentricity estimates for the same voxels, especially in higher-order areas such
as lateral occipital cortex (Yildirim et al., 2018). It may also re�ect di�erent model spec-
i�cations. By design, the MP estimates are located within the stimulated visual �eld.
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Consequently, the pRFsmp estimates based on the probe maps are also situated within
the stimulated part of the visual �eld. In contrast, the conventional pRF model allows
for partially stimulated pRFs, the centers of which may be located far outside the stimu-
lated visual �eld. Moreover, the di�erences between MP and conventional pRF mapping
can also result from the model speci�cations. While in pRF mapping the optimal solu-
tion is found based on the parameters that result in the highest VE, MP is based on a
VE weighted clustering. As a direct consequence, the pRFmp de�nition depends on the
number of probes taken into account (k-threshold) and on the scatter of these probes
over the map.

Secondly, the level of speci�city with which pRFsmp are estimated is in�uenced by vary-
ing the k-threshold and VE-range for the probe maps. The results can range from retriev-
ing many sub populations (very restrictive k-threshold and VE-range) to more aggregate
responses (more lenient k-threshold and VE-range). At the fairly restrictive k-threshold
of 0.15 and VE-range of 0.1, the MP approach estimated smaller pRFsmp than the con-
ventional pRF. Such relatively small pRFsmp are in agreement with other studies that
also estimated signi�cantly smaller pRF sizes than the conventional approach, for ex-
ample using model-free approaches such as back projection (Greene et al., 2014; Keliris
et al., 2019; Merkel et al., 2018) or second order stimuli (Yildirim et al., 2018). Thirdly,
compared to conventional methods, MP improves the capture of the dynamics of the
measured signal, especially for voxels with signals that have a relatively low explana-
tory power. We also determined that the pRFmp estimations are robust to noise, as MP
could be performed reliably despite the presence of nystagmus in the observers with
albinism.

When is MP a good procedure to use? For simply delineating visual areas, MP does
not represent a signi�cant advantage compared to the conventional pRF method. Yet,
we promote the use of MP when “you can expect the unexpected”, i.e. when study
outcomes are unpredictable or may rely on aggregate RFs characteristics. In particular,
this would apply to studies on: 1) neurodevelopment and neuroplasticity, 2) ophthalmic
and neurological pathologies, and 3) cognitive e�ects. Moreover, MP can be useful for
visualization of the data underlying any pRF estimates and meticulous data cleaning.

3.4.4 Limitations

We identi�ed multiple clusters in voxels in healthy observers, but the functional im-
plications of this �nding are uncertain. We have assumed that clusters have biological
relevance, but some of the units may have resulted from artefacts related to segmen-
tation, from voxels stranded on the cortical sulci, or from partial voluming. There are
several ways in which the e�ect of such artefacts could be reduced: correcting for partial
voluming (Dukart and Bertolino, 2014), identifying and extracting local sulci (Fracasso
et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 1999) and applying MP to higher resolution functional data
(< 1mm isotropic). Using more precisely controlled stimuli will contribute to unravel-
ling the biological signi�cance of the multiple clusters and characterizing the neuronal
subpopulations specialized in the processing of speci�c spatial and temporal properties
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(orientation, spatial frequency, colour etc) (Klein et al., 2014; Le et al., 2017; Yildirim et
al., 2018).

At present, MP is a computationally intensive approach when compared to the conven-
tional pRF model. We expect that software optimization and advances in hardware will
contribute to reducing the computation time. We currently address this issue by us-
ing parallel GPU computing. Furthermore, the use of MCMC sampling is needed only
to speed up the process/ limiting computing resource use, but is not fundamental to
MP. In principle, probe maps could result from systematically probing every position
in stimulus space, creating a densely covered probe map for each voxel. The use of a
Markov-Chain means that the current probe maps contain more probes for regions with
higher VE. Our current estimate of pRFmp shape is based on the clustering of the probes
weighted by their VE. In contrast, pRFs are �tted to explain the VE of the signal. This
explains why the pRFsmp shapes sometimes di�er (e.g. they are more elongated) from
the pRFs. In our view, neither is necessarily correct; they are just di�erent ways to as-
sess shape. Future work will be required to indicate which approach best approximates
biological reality.

3.4.5 Future directions

MP as presented here is a reliable and versatile method to study cortical organization,
but it can still be improved in several ways. First, using more e�cient stimulus designs,
such as a narrower bar or multi-focal stimulation (Binda et al., 2013; Senden et al., 2014),
could improve the performance of MP. Secondly, applying additional advanced data-
driven metrics to extract the shape and number of clusters may result in a more detailed
characterization of the RF. Thirdly, the de�nition of a probe could be extended, for ex-
ample to a di�erence of Gaussians, which may enable MP to also account for negative
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) activity (Zuiderbaan et al., 2012).

Previous studies have shown that pRF properties are not stable, and may change in re-
sponse to environmental factors (stimulus, task) and cognitive factors such as attention
(Klein et al., 2014; Le et al., 2017; Yildirim et al., 2018). Given that the probe maps re-
�ect the scatter in the location of the receptive �eld centers, this scatter may reveal the
dynamic properties of the pRFs (changes in position) and could be related to the con-
nections underlying the RFs. Moreover, in principle, MP could be extended to cortico-
cortical models, such as connective �eld modeling (Haak et al., 2013), which would also
enable �ne-grained mapping of the �ow of information between brain areas.

Changes in pRFs have been reported in health and disease (for a summary see (Dumoulin
and Knapen, 2018)). Regarding disease, this concerns di�erentiation following cortical
and retinal lesions, schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorder. We anticipate that the
application of MP to ophthalmologic and neurologic disorders as well as to adaptation
studies will reveal additional characteristics of the RF structure, such as number and
shape.
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The recent development of ultra-high �eld fMRI enables the in-vivo examination of the
human brain at a mesoscale and can reveal previously unmapped columnar organiza-
tions. However, there is a need for methods that can extract more detailed information
on the structure and function of the cortex from this high-resolution data. The applica-
tion of MP to high-resolution functional data has the potential to reveal how the clusters
and their properties are distributed across cortical depth. This will be crucial to study
the functional di�erentiation of the visual processing across laminae. Moreover, it may
complement previous studies of cortical organization across cortical depth, ocular dom-
inance and columnar pinwheel organization for orientation selectivity (Fracasso et al.,
2018; Shmuel et al., 2007; Yacoub et al., 2008).

In this study, we described the application of MP to characterize the spatial organization
of the visual cortex. However, MP could also be applied to visual feature dimensions,
other sensory modalities and non-spatial yet spatially organized features such as nu-
merosity (Harvey et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2015).

3.5 Conclusion

MP is a versatile, model-based fMRI analysis framework that can reveal multiple, biolog-
ically meaningful subpopulations of RFs within a single voxel. Consequently, it enables a
highly detailed characterization of RF properties (symmetry, skewness and elongation),
which was previously unattainable. The existence of multiple pRFmp clusters indicates
that voxels capture the activity of multiple subpopulations of neurons that may sample
from di�erent regions of the visual �eld. MP thus enables a detailed characterization of
the temporal, spatial and functional properties of the brain in health and disease using
minimal a priori assumptions.
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3.7 Supplementary Material

3.7.1 Simulations

Simulations were used to test the behaviour of MP (and compare it to the conventional
pRF method) in various scenarios. A total of four di�erent simulations test sets were
generated. First, we used simulations to evaluate how the number of probes retained
a�ects the accuracy in position and size estimation of the pRFsmp . Per simulation, we
varied the k-threshold ( percentage of micro probes retained) from 1% (more restrictive)
to 100% in steps of 1%. We simulated one pRF with six di�erent pRF sizes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 deg), across 30 di�erent positions. The second set of simulations was aimed at
evaluating the behaviour of MP and its robustness to noise. To do so, per simulation we
de�ned two pRFs (1 deg size) mirrored across di�erent meridians. For each simulation,
white Gaussian noise was added to the simulated time series, such that the SNR levels
varied between 0.2 and 10. A total of 144 simulations (24 di�erent positions x 6 levels of
noise) was generated. The third set of simulations was directed to evaluate the accuracy
of the MP and pRF method to recover the simulated shape. For this purpose, 120 simu-
lations with a single pRF located at the position (x=2.5; y=2.5) with various elongations
varying from (0 (super elongated) to 1(circular)) and various orientations (−π to π ) were
generated. The last set of simulations was aimed at evaluating the method’s ability to
recover the proper number of clusters. Per simulation, the number of pRFs could assume
any random integer value between one and four. Each of these pRFs could be randomly
positioned within the visual �eld. A total of 1000 simulations were performed using a
SNR of 0.5 and a pRF size of 1.

3.7.2 E�ect of k-threshold

Figure S3.1 shows the eccentricity, polar angle and size error as a function of the k-
threshold. In general restrictive k-thresholds minimize the eccentricity error, while more
lenient ones minimize the pRF size error. The polar angle estimation is not in�uenced
by the k-threshold. Figure S3.1 shows the eccentricity, polar angle and size error for the
six di�erent sizes separately. Note that in this case we did not apply any restrictions
regarding the range of probes VE (VEr).
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Figure S3.1 E�ect of the k-threshold in the estimated pRFmp properties. Eccentricity, polar
angle and size error between simulated and estimated pRFs as a function of the k-threshold. The
black continuous line represents the median. Error bars represent the 95 % con�dence interval.

3.7.3 Robustness to noise

Figure S3.2 (panel A) shows the result of MP for a single simulated bilateral pRF mirrored
to the vertical meridian. The probes were positioned at [3,3; 3,-3]. Note that probes with
the simulated pRFs present a higher variance explained than the remaining visual �eld.
After thresholding the probe maps, the two simulated clusters were recovered (panel B).

Figure S3.2 (panel C) compares time series as predicted by MP (red) and conventional
pRF (blue). At all noise levels, MP well-captured the dynamics of the simulated time
series, and �tted the simulated data better than the conventional pRF (panel D). MP
accurately detects the position of the pRFs however it underestimates its size (panel E
and F). While, in the majority of cases the conventional pRF accurately detects only one
of the simulated pRFs, in some cases, the conventional pRF model increases its size in
an attempt to improve the �tting (panel F). Furthermore MP accurately detected the two
pRFs in all simulations, despite the di�erent levels of noise. If pRFsmp resulted from
noise artifacts we would expect that the number of clusters detected varied with the
signal noise level. Given the number of clusters detected corresponds to the simulated
one and the accuracy of MP to recover the position and size of the pRFmp is independent
of the noise level (panel E and F), we conclude that pRFsmp are real and do not result
from noise artifacts.
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Figure S3.2 Micro-probing simulated bilateral pRFs. Panel A: probe map obtained from the
simulated time series. The colour bar represent the variance explained. Panel B: Thresholded
probe map, using a k threshold of 15% and the results of the clustering and Gaussian mixture model
analysis. The estimated pRFsmp clusters and pRF are indicated by the shaded gray Gaussians,
outlined in red and blue respectively. Panel C: simulated time series of bilateral pRFs (black) and
the predicted time series estimated with conventional pRF (blue) and with MP (red), using a SNR
of 0.2. The predicted time series estimated on the basis of MP was calculated using the estimated
pRFsmp . Panels D, E and F represent the VE, pRF/pRFsmp positional error and pRF/pRFsmp size
error as a function of the SNR, respectively. The pRFsmp estimated position and size closely
resemble what was simulated (median VE, positional and size error and VE are pRFsmp :0.69, 0.4
deg and 2.95 deд2; pRF:0.42, 4.63 deg and 0 deд2, respectively at a SNR of 10). The mean position
error was calculated as the Euclidean distance between the simulated and estimated pRFs. Even at
very low SNR (0.2), MP could accurately detect the position of the pRFs. The size error corresponds
to the mean di�erence in area between the simulated and estimated pRFs.
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3.7.4 E�ect of the clustering algorithm

To evaluate the e�ect of clustering algorithms on the number of clusters detected, we
estimated the optimal number of clusters per voxel using three di�erent clustering algo-
rithms (Davies Bauldin (DB), the Calinzky Harabaz (CH) and Silhouette (S)). We applied
it to the fourth set of simulations (1000 simulations where we varied the number of
clusters, see SI simulations section) and to the empirical data (Left V1 of all subjects, 7
hemispheres).

Figure S3.3 shows the histogram of the di�erence in the number of clusters detected
per voxel using the di�erent clustering algorithms for the simulations (panel A) and
empirical data (panel B). In both cases, the number of clusters detected with the di�erent
algorithms was very similar for the vast majority of the voxels. Using simulations 83%
and 82% of the times the S and CH algorithms detected the same number of clusters as
the DB algorithm. Using the empirical data there was more variability in the estimated
number of clusters, but the correspondence was still 75% (CH vs DB) and 71% (S vs DB)
of the voxels.

Figure S3.3 E�ect of the clustering algorithm. Histogram of the di�erence in the number
of clusters detected between DB and CH (blue) and silhouette (red) algorithms obtained using
simulations (panel A) and empirical data (panel B).

3.7.5 MP and pRF performance recovering the simulated shape

In order to test, if MP captures accurately the shape characteristics, we estimated the
pRF characteristics by applying the MP and conventional pRF method to the third set of
simulations ( 120 simulations of unilateral pRFs which di�erent shapes and sizes). Figure
S3.4 shows the size (Panel A), elongation (Panel B) and Orientation error. Note that the
error re�ects the di�erence between the simulated and estimated characteristics of the
pRFs. Using MP, there is an asymmetry in the error distribution for the size and elon-
gation. Regarding the size, this asymmetry relates to the fact that MP underestimates
the size of the simulated pRF. As mentioned before, this can be remediated by using a
less restrictive k-threshold. MP also tends to favour more circular shapes. This is most
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likely also associated with the k-threshold, as a less restrictive k-threshold increases the
probability of including noisy probes into the pRF shape de�nition. The e�ect of in-
cluding noisy probes will mostly a�ect highly elongated shapes. Therefore, selecting
a particular k-threshold also a�ects the tradeo� between size and elongation accuracy.
Despite these asymmetries, on average the position, elongation and orientation absolute
error obtained with MP is smaller than the conventional pRF one (MP |Epos | = 0.52deд
and pRF |Epos | = 0.82deд ;MP |Eelonдation | = 0.16 and pRF |Eelonдation | = 0.2; MP
Eor ientation = 0.88 and pRF Eor ientation = 1.44). Regarding the size MP performed
slightly worse than the pRF ( MP |Esize | = 5.9deд2 and pRF |Esize | = 4.22deд2 ). We
conclude that overall MP captures well the pRFs shape properties.

3.7.6 Factors a�ecting MP performance

We �nd that the main factors a�ecting the accuracy of MP are the number of clusters
and their distance. Figure S3.5 A shows that the positional error of the estimated pRFmp

is approximately constant over eccentricity. However, this positional error does depend
on the number of clusters. Figure S3.5 B shows that while for one pRF the method is
accurate, for multiple pRFs within a voxel the positional error increases. The method’s
ability to determine the actual number of clusters improves with the distance between
simulated pRFs, Figure S3.5 C. When the pRFs are too close and their activity superim-
poses, the clusters individual characteristics cannot be captured.

Figure S3.4 Accuracy in shape detection. Histogram of the MP (blue) and pRF error (red)
(di�erence between the simulated and estimated properties). Panels A,B and C correspond to the
size, elongation and orientation of the pRF. For these �gures, the pRFsmp estimation was done
using a k-threshold of 15% and no VEr threshold was applied.

Figure S3.5 A: Positional error (in Euclidean distance) between simulated and estimated pRF as
a function of eccentricity. Error bars represent the 95% con�dence interval. B: Box plot of the
positional error as a function of the number of simulated pRFs. C:Probability density function of
accurately detecting all the simulated pRFs as a function of their distance (deg).
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3.7.7 Supplementary data on human observers

Figure S3.6 represents pRFmp eccentricity as a function of pRF eccentricity in human
observers. The clusters detected within a voxel were sorted from the most foveal (repre-
sented in blue) to the most peripheral (purple). While in the fovea the pRFsmp eccentric-
ities vary substantially, in the periphery they largely overlap. For voxels with multiple
clusters, in the fovea (<2 degrees) the pRFmp eccentricity estimates are larger, i.e. more
peripheral, than those of the pRF. This can be related to the �nding that the pRFs in the
fovea are more elongated and with statistical biases. Note that not all voxels contained
the same number of clusters- very few voxels got assigned four clusters, hence the data
for these is much noisier and trends are less clear.

Figure S3.6 Median eccentricity of the pRFsmp as a function of the eccentricity of the conven-
tional pRF (the dashed line represents a perfect correlation). ThepRFsmp eccentricities were sorted
per voxel from the most foveal to the most peripheral cluster. ThepRFsmp eccentricities were then
binned in 1 deg bins of eccentricity, representing the data of 7 healthy observers (14 hemispheres).
Error bars represent 95% con�dence interval.

Figure S3.7 shows the pRFmp size as a function of its eccentricity. The clusters were
sorted from the smallest (blue) to the largest (purple). Although with shallow slopes the
pRFmp size increases with eccentricity for all the visual areas. This slope becomes more
steep as we go through the cortical hierarchy.
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Table S3.1 Represent the correlation factor and the corresponding signi�cance value for the most
foveal to the most peripheric clusters, for all the visual areas analysed.

Correlation Coe�cient p-value
1st cluster 2nd cluster 3rd cluster 4th cluster 1st cluster 2nd cluster 3rd cluster 4th cluster

V1 0.99 0.92 0.79 0.56 0.0000 0.0036 0.0341 0.1951
V2 0.99 0.95 0.87 0.56 0.0000 0.0013 0.0109 0.1897
V3 0.99 0.96 0.90 0.71 0.0000 0.0005 0.0061 0.0748
V4 1.00 0.92 0.84 0.46 0.0000 0.0030 0.0168 0.2949

LO1 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.77 0.0000 0.0001 0.0015 0.0434
LO2 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.56 0.0001 0.0008 0.0006 0.1952

Figure S3.7 Median pRFmp size as a function of eccentricity of the conventional pRF. The pRFmp
size was calculated using a k-threshold of 15% and VEr of 0.1. The pRFmp size was binned in 1
deg bins of eccentricity, and it represents the data of 7 healthy observers (14 hemispheres). Error
bars represents 25% and 75% con�dence interval. The dashed lines represent the linear �t and the
corresponding equations and goodness of �t are shown on top of the graph.
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Figure S3.8 shows two probe maps where conventional pRF resulted in a higher VE than
pRFmp . It is noticeable that the pRFs are larger than the pRFmp . Panel B shows that the
increase in size results in a higher variance explained.

Figure S3.8 Panel A: probe maps of V1 voxels extracted from the right hemisphere of observer
S07 (k-threshold: 15%, VEr: 0.1). The pRFmp clusters and pRFs estimated are outlined with a
dashed red and continuous blue line respectively. Data obtained during retinotopic mapping.
Panel B: Histogram of the VE for pRFmp clusters obtained using a k-threshold of 15% (red) and
30% (yellow). The VE is based on the cumulative activity of the pRFmp clusters. Each histogram
represents the data of the six visual areas, of 7 healthy observers(14 hemispheres), distributed over
100 bins.

Figure S3.9 Two V1 voxels probe maps thresholded at 100%, 50%, 30% and 15%, the MP-based pRF
(clusters) estimates have dashed red outlines. Panel A corresponds to a healthy control and panel
B to an observer with albinism.
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Figure S3.10 Histogram of the VE for pRFsmp and pRFs for several visual areas, represented with
blue and red respectively. The VE based on the cumulative activity of the pRFmp clusters. Each
histogram represents the data of 7 healthy observers (14 hemispheres).

Figure S3.11 Panel A: Symmetry coe�cients for every healthy control observer plotted individ-
ually. Symmetry coe�cients for the V1 of the right hemisphere during full �eld stimulation were
calculated across 8 symmetry axes, from 0 to 180 deg in steps of 22.5 deg. The dashed lines rep-
resent the 95% con�dence intervals, for every participant. Panel B: Histogram of the estimated
polar angle of voxels obtained with the conventional pRF method. The histogram represent the
data for three visual areas (V1, V2, V3), of �ve controls (10 hemispheres).

Figure S3.12 A represents a projection of the number of pRFsmp clusters on the visual
cortex. In both controls and Albinism the number of pRFsmp clusters increases with
eccentricity, this e�ect if present in the three conditions and visual areas tested S3.12
B. Moreover the number of pRFsmp clusters is signi�cantly higher for Albinism when
compared to age matched controls for the full �eld condition, in the three visual areas
tested. For LF and RF there is no di�erence in the number of pRFsmp clusters between
the two population groups. As expected the maps of the number pRFsmp clusters follow
the same spatial organization as the symmetry analysis.
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Table S3.2 Misrouting of albinism and controls. The mean misrouting extent (deg) previously
determined by (Ahmadi et al., 2019.), and misrouting coe�cient calculated with MP- average sym-
metry coe�cient to 90 deg across the entire hemisphere - based on the full �eld condition. C refers
to the median of the controls coe�cients.

Observer Mean misrouting extent (deg) Misrouting Coe�cient
V1 V2 V3

A01 >9.0 0.57 0.66 069
A02 >9.0 0.72 0.73 0.73
A03 >9.0 0.65 0.72 0.77
A04 5.2 0.2 0.29 0.29
A05 4.2 0.16 0.03 0.09
A06 3.1 0.34 0.48 0.44
C 0.0 0.27 0.27 0.21

Figure S3.12 A Projection on an in�ated brain mesh of the number of pRFsmp clusters, right
hemispheres of the observer with albinism A03 and S07. B: Median number of pRFsmp clusters
binned in 1 degree bins as a function of the pRFsmp clusters eccentricity estimated, for the 3 visual
areas and the 3 stimuli conditions tested. Albinism and aged matched controls are represented in
red and blue respectively, the error bars represent the 25% and 75% con�dence interval.
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Figure S3.13 Shape characterization of pRFsmp . A Median of the pRFsmp clusters elongation
size as a function of eccentricity. The pRFsmp elongation was calculated as one minus the ra-
tio between the minor and major axis of the pRFsmp . Error bars represent the 95% con�dence
interval.The dashed line represents the linear �t. represent the data of 14 hemispheres of 7 ob-
servers. Projection on an in�ated brain mesh of the skewness (B) and kurtosis of pRFsmp ( right
hemisphere of participant S07). Skewness was calculated across the main axis of one (arbitrar-
ily) chosen pRFsmp cluster. Black lines indicate the borders of visual areas. D and E show the
skewness and kurtosis across the secondary axis of one (arbitrarily) chosen pRFsmp .
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